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Mobility  
inspired by  
sustainability
The Automotive Industry’s agreed 
positions to achieve the orderly transition 
to the electrification of Australia’s future 
mobility and transport.

    
 
 

  

Automotive organisations reach a historic agreement 
 on national fleet transition 

28 July 2022, CANBERRA 
 
Australia's peak National, State and Territory automotive representative organisations have reached a historic 
agreement at an Industry Summit on critical positions and pathways to achieve the considered and practical 
transition and electrification of the national motor vehicle fleet.   
 
Representing thousands of businesses that make, sell, distribute, provide novated leasing, service, repair, supply 
aftermarket parts, components, and accessories, dismantle, recycle, and train tens of thousands of automotive 
professionals, the peak organisations developed and agreed to more than 25 principles including: 

 
 Embracing the electrification of the Australian motor vehicle fleet. 
 Mandating CO2 targets, not Electric Vehicles (EV) targets. 
 Supporting the Federal Government in developing a National Zero and Low Emission Vehicle (ZLEV) 

Electrification Transition Strategy.  
 Considering the entire registered vehicle fleet and the needs and requirements of Australians who own 

and operate them. 
 Maintaining the safety, security, service, repair, and efficiency of the legacy Internal Combustion Engine 

(ICE) fleet. 
 Opposing the introduction of bans that limit consumer choice and remove options for meeting car 

owners' needs and Australia's emission reduction targets.  
 Ensuring Government targets and milestones are ideally Federally led (or at least nationally consistent), 

are realistic, supported by facts and sound qualitative data, and applied to an Australian context. 
  

The organisations welcomed and congratulated the Albanese Labor Government for its decisive action in fulfilling 
its Fringe Benefits Tax exemption for Electric Vehicles promise.  The legislation was in the first batch of 13 Bills 
introduced to the Parliament and will encourage the uptake of EVs once passed.    
 
Automotive Organisation leaders shared and discussed comprehensive global and domestic data analysis on the 
future production and delivery of ZLEVs past 2030 (particularly to the Australian market); impacts and use of 
targets, milestones, incentives, subsidies, and penalties; jobs and skills; tariffs and taxation; fuel standards and 
security; legacy fleet management and maintenance; and awareness and education.    
 
Over the coming weeks, the automotive organisations will engage with stakeholders, governments, and 
communities and share critical data and information to better balance discussion and partner with the 
Commonwealth Government to plan the actions necessary to reduce motor vehicle-sourced CO2 and GHG 
emissions. 
 
Media Contacts: 
 
Richard Dudley      Tony Weber, CEO                    Stuart Charity            James Voortman    Rohan Martin 
CEO                   CEO                                        CEO         CEO   Secretary 
MTAA & Members      Federal Chamber of                Australian Automotive              Australian Automotive     National Automotive Leasing      
Associations      Automotive Industries           Aftermarket Association      Dealers Association              & Salary Packaging Association 
0412 146 828      0400 012 810      0418 563 959       0452 535 696   0466 207 822 
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...And it is only 
going to get 

faster”

“The automotive 
industry has 
never moved this 
fast ever before…
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On 26 July 2022, the Motor Trades 
Association of Australia (MTAA) 
facilitated a historical summit 
in Canberra of ten automotive 
organisations representing 
385,000 Australians working in 
72,521 businesses in automotive 
retail, sales, service, repair, 
aftermarket, leasing, fueling, 
dismantling, recycling and 
discrete professions, from Cape 
York to South East Cape and 
Steep Point to Cape Byron.

As we all embrace the transition to 
electric vehicles, the automotive industry’s 
contribution of $39.35billion towards 
Australia’s GDP and the nation’s reliance 
on land transport is at risk if the challenges 
posed by the transition are not adequately 
identified and met.

With these challenges front of mind, the:

• Australian Automotive Aftermarket 
Association (AAAA)

• Australian Automotive Dealers 
Association (AADA)

• Federal Chamber of Automotive 
Industries (FCAI)

• Motor Trades Association of Australia 
and State and Territory Motor Trade 
Associations and Automotive Chamber 
of Commerce members, and the

• National Automotive Leasing and Salary 
Packaging Association,

ForewordThe Automotive Industry’s 
agreed positions to achieve 
the orderly transition 
to the electrification of 
Australia’s future mobility 
and transport.

united to discuss, understand, consider 
and decide the steps necessary to achieve 
an orderly, timely transition of the national 
light vehicle and commercial fleet.

The summit’s goal was to reach a supported 
pathway to better inform policymakers, 
legislators, regulators, governments, 
stakeholders and most importantly, 
Australians.

The industry bodies received and 
considered global and domestic research 
and analysis not from one but several 
respected global independent sources 
providing a clearer picture of what will likely 
be coming down the new electric vehicle 
pipeline for the next 10+ years.

Research and analysis all come to the same 
conclusion. These conclusions are the 
foundations of agreed positions we hold 
core to helping our nation navigate the 
electrification journey. 
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We embrace the transition to electrification; 
with alignment that CO2 targets should 
be our policy focus to consider the entirety 
of the registered vehicle fleet. A federal 
government policy is imperative to ensure 
no state or territory is left behind as we 
transition to electrification.

We support federally led and appropriately 
targeted incentives including but not limited 
to private and public charging, non-financial 
(e.g., transit lanes) and targeted purchase 
incentives and agree on implementing 
mandatory new car CO2 regulations, which 
support an orderly, timely and sustainable 
transition to zero and low-emission vehicles. 

We are well placed to activate the required 
human capital elements of this transition. 
We have taken the initiative to prepare 
the industry with the necessary skills and 
capability needed for an electrification 
transition. We have identified that trained 
automotive technicians are best placed to 
service an electric vehicle.

Taxation reform must be federally led (or 
nationally consistent), non-punitive in 
nature and encourage a range of zero and 
low-emission vehicle technologies. 

We note that in order to contribute to 
reducing emissions in Australia in light of 
a significant legacy fleet for years to come, 
we would like to see the most advanced 
fuel options in the market consistent with 
international fuel standards.

We will respect and maintain the integrity 
of the fleet in Australia by educating the 
importance of ongoing maintenance 
while encouraging the transition to 
electrification.

We support broader education programs 
and campaigns regarding the transition to 
ZLEV with aligned factual data and sensible 
commentary in support of the Australian 
electrification transition.

The Australian automotive industry 
embraces the electrification of  
automobiles in Australia.

Through collective research, we have 
identified nuances of the Australian vehicle 
market and consumer preferences that 
need to be considered and addressed to 
enable an orderly transition to zero and 
low emission vehicles (ZLEV) provide 
every Australian with a fair opportunity to 
participate in this transition.

Without the right electric vehicle 
products to suit Australia’s consumer 
preferences, it may be challenging to 
increase ZLEV uptake significantly.  
Policy needs to consider this to enable  
an orderly transition to electrification.

Several critical factors are influencing 
Australia’s slower ZLEV uptake compared 
to other jurisdictions, which are specific to 
the Australian market landscape.

EV price premiums have led to a lack of EV 
products in the price brackets consumers 
want to purchase. And while EV prices are 
expected to decrease over time, the gap 
to price parity remains for lower-priced 
vehicles for some time.

Further exacerbating this is a lack of right-
hand drive ZLEV products in the dual cab 
and large-SUV product segments, which 
equates to almost 60% of the vehicles 
currently sold in Australia. Increased Hybrid 
and PHEV-type vehicles are expected to 
improve emission reductions sooner.

Charging infrastructure is also a major 
issue impacting ZLEV uptake. Whilst 
significant activity is underway to increase 
public infrastructure, it is likely that home 
charging infrastructure will be more 
commonly used and could assist ZLEV 
uptake with more significant support.

With the Australian automotive market 
nuances in mind, the automotive 
representative bodies have collectively 
formed many ‘Agreed Positions’ for critical 
considerations vital to assisting Australia 
in reducing emissions and positively 
contributing to sustainable outcomes.

Seven key agreed considerations  
the automotive industry believes 
should be included in a national  
EV strategic plan:

Executive summary
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Lack of ZLEV product availability  
in popular Australian segments 

In addition to the lack of ZLEV product 
available under $50,000, there is a lack 
of available ZLEV products in the most 
popular vehicle segments. For the year-
to-date ended June 2022, almost 80% of 
vehicles purchased in Australia were SUV 
and dual cab utes, with most of the SUVs 
purchased being larger vehicles. 

In fact, 59% of vehicles sold in Australia 
in the first half of 2022 are dual cabs or 
larger SUVs, with only 22% of sales being 
Passenger Vehicles. This segment make-
up differs greatly to many other global 
markets.

Currently there are no electric dual cab utes 
or larger SUVs (under $150,000) available 
in Australia and the level of expansion into 
these segments globally is very limited at 
present for right-hand drive markets.

Accordingly, ZLEV sales are only able to 
penetrate with any significance into the 
Passenger Vehicle segment, where they 
currently make up 6.2% of passenger 
vehicle sales. For SUVs, only 1.1% of sales are 
ZLEV, and are all coming from either light 
or small SUV sales. For the vast majority of 
consumers, there is currently not a ZLEV 
alternative in their preferred vehicle type  
or price bracket.

ZLEVs currently available in Australia 
mostly sit outside of the price brackets that 
Australian consumers are looking at when 
considering a ZLEV. Sixty-five percent of 
Australians interested in ZLEVs are wanting 
to purchase for under $50,000. However, 
88% of the available ZLEVs sit outside of 
that price bracket, significantly restricting 
purchase potential.  

22%

19%59%

Segment % NV Sold (June 2022)

Source: VFACTS June 2022

Passenger
Small SUV
Large SUV / dual cab

The Australian automotive industry,  
through it’s associations and their members, 
are very aware of the growing interest 
amongst consumers around zero and low 
emission vehicles (ZLEV) and in particular, 
battery electric vehicles. Through research 
undertaken by the various associations 
collectively we have identified a number 
of key considerations for policy makers 
to support Australia’s targeted emissions 
reduction.   

Importantly, this research looks at our 
ambitions regarding the uptake of ZLEVs in 
Australia compared to other global markets 
and considers this in an Australian context; 
including the nuances of this market 
that need to be addressed to enable our 
electrification ambitions to be achieved.

ZLEV  
An Australian Context

Whilst consumer sentiment and interest 
in ZLEVs is increasing in Australia, the lack 
of available product aligning to consumer 
affordability and preferences appears 
to present, now and in to the future, a 
significant barrier to uptake.

At present, there is a lack of vehicle supply 
of all fuel types (due mainly to COVID-
related impacts) that is seeing demand for 
new vehicles outstripping supply, a factor 
that appears to be even greater when 
considering electric and hybrid vehicles, 
which are in extremely short supply to 
Australia. However, there are further product 
availability factors holding back ZLEV uptake.

ZLEV price premiums impacting 
availability of vehicles under $50,000 

Currently, the ZLEV products available 
to Australian consumers does not align 
with their price, functionality and brand 
expectations.  These factors are specific  
to the Australian market.

Consumer ZLEV price preference
AUS 2021 Model availability

17%

0%

48%

36%

11%
15%

8%

14%

5%

21%

2%

18%

Consumer ZLEV price point preference

Source: Submissions to the Australian Government on the Future Fuels 
Strategy discussion paper, Electric Vehicle Council, 2021
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Home charging a potential 
opportunity 

A lack of charging infrastructure has 
consistently been identified as a key 
concern for Australian consumers in 
transitioning to ZLEVs. Discussions to date 
have been dominated by a focus on public 
charging infrastructure to ease these 
concerns, with little discussion around 
supporting consumers and employers 
to install home and workplace charging 
infrastructure. This is despite many global 
jurisdictions with higher ZLEV uptake 
providing incentives to encourage home 
and workplace charging infrastructure. 

Research shows that 79% of Australian 
consumers expect to charge at home, and 
that overseas 75-80% of ZLEV charging is 
done at home. With new electric vehicle 
range being closer to 400km, greater 
availability of home charging could have 
significant potential to see charging 
infrastructure reduce as an issue for many 
Australian consumers, particularly the 
majority in metro areas.

Despite this penchant for home charging, 
at present, there is no federal or state 
government support towards the cost 
of adding personal home charging 
infrastructure or business charging 
infrastructure.

Hybird / ICE vehicles to still be 
prevalent on Australian roads  
in 2030 

Even with increased popularity and 
sales of new ZLEV vehicles, it is expected 
that Hybrid and Internal Combustion 
Engine (ICE) vehicles will still be the most 
common types on Australian roads in 2030.  
Scenarios developed suggest that with a 
ZLEV market share of 23% by 2030, Hybrid 
/ ICE vehicles will make up approximately 
19 million of the vehicles in circulation, with 
ZLEVs at approximately 1.1 million vehicles.

Home
Street
Work
Other

AUS USA JPN DEU IND CHN KOR

79 71 71 64 63 49 47
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Source: Global Automotive Consumer Study, Deloitte Australia, 2021

ZLEV product gaps likely  
to continue 

Detailed research has identified that these 
issues of the lack of product availability to 
suit Australian consumer preferences are 
set to continue towards 2030.  

Whilst the availability of ZLEVs from 
premium brands in higher price brackets 
is forecast to climb significantly, it is likely 
that there will be a continued lack of 
lower priced ZLEVs from volume brands, 
impacting ZLEV uptake overall.

Furthermore, detailed analysis into the 
future production plans by fuel type across 
the globe identifies a lack of ZLEV dual 
cabs planned to be produced in Japan and 
South East Asia, both key supply areas for 
right-hand drive dual cabs sold in Australia.  
With dual cabs currently 27% of the 
Australian market, minimal ZLEV product 
in this segment will significantly impact 
uptake.

Similarly, the slower growth in production 
of electric SUVs in Japan and South East 
Asia also impacts the forecast of electric 
large SUVs in Australia, with the majority of 
such vehicles sold in Australia sourced from 
these regions.
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Agreed Positions

Australian automotive industry representative bodies embrace 
the transition to electrification, agree that CO2 reduction 
targets should be our policy focus (not EV targets), and we 
must always consider the entirety of the registered vehicle 
fleet. Australia is a small right-hand drive vehicle market 
globally, situated at the end of a long and complex supply 
chain. These factors must be considered when developing a 
vehicle emissions policy that is fit for purpose.

A federal government policy is imperative to ensure no state 
or territory is left behind as we transition to electrification.

75%
Labor pledged

electric cars in 
government fleet 
by 2025
Thedriven.io

2%

In 2021, Australian 
ZLEV market share of 
total vehicles sold is 

VFACTS by 2030
50%

The VIC, NSW, QLD & SA 
targets for ZLEV new 
vehicle sales share is 

Energy.vic.gov.au;  
environment.nsw.gov.au;  
Energymining.sa.gov.au;  
Qld.gov.au

Targets &  
Milestones

01
01 We embrace electrification

02 We agree on CO2 targets as opposed to EV 
targets

03 We are unified, to support government to  
move forward 

04 We consider both new and existing vehicles – 
the entirety of the registered vehicle fleet

05 We have a responsibility to keep well 
maintained ICE vehicles – and to continue 
investing in this technology

06 We oppose ICE bans – lack of fact-based 
achievability and potential negative consumer 
impacts (on those most vulnerable)

07 Federal Government led targets and 
milestones – must engage with all Australians 
and their needs and take into account an 
Australian context
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Agreed Positions

Targeted incentives should be federally led, including but  
not limited to private and public charging, non-financial  
(e.g., transit lanes), mandated government fleet targets  
and targeted purchase incentives.

It is essential to consider that Australia is a right-hand drive 
market, and less than a third of global total vehicle production 
is for right-hand drive markets. It is not a foregone conclusion 
that an EV model available in other left-hand drive markets, 
and even those available in larger right-hand markets, will 
necessarily be exported to Australia.

Incentives,  
Subsidies & Penalties

02

65%
of consumers want 
an ZLEV under $50K 
– currently 89% are 
over $50K
2021 Electric Vehicle Council 
Future Fuel Strategy Submission

79%
of Australians 
expect to charge 
their ZLEV at home

Deloitte global automotive 
consumer study 2021

59%
of Australian sold 
vehicles are large SUV 
or dual cab; little ZLEV 
options available
VFACTS

01 As an industry we support appropriately 
targeted incentives ideally federally led 
(otherwise nationally consistent)

02 Implement mandatory new car CO2 
regulations which support an orderly, timely 
and sustainable transition to zero and low-
emission vehicles.

03 We seek ZLEV policy, including obtaining 
incentives in the following order of 
prioritisation:

 1.  Support Fleet and Private Charging,  
 Public charging and hydrogen fuelling 

 2.  Non-financial ZLEV Incentives (access  
 to transit lanes, free parking, free charging)

 3.  Mandated government fleet ZLEV  
 procurements targets

 4.  Appropriately targeted purchase    
 incentives

 04 Respect the entire fleet to avoid punishing 
sections of the community for their inability to 
afford electrification
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01 The Automotive Industry has taken the 
initiative to prepare itself with the necessary 
skills needed for an electrification transition – 
We are ready!

02 ZLEV work is a job for a trained automotive 
technician – and will be best placed to service 
an electric vehicle

03 Technician roles are becoming more attractive 
but the talent pipeline still needs to be 
supported by an Improved Federal migration 
policy

 04 We need greater access to an improved 
skilled migration to assist the industry in 
moving forward

Agreed Positions*

 (*Subject to separate considerations)

The Australian automotive industry is training staff in 
anticipation of the transition to electrification. Yet, we need 
greater access to skilled migration to help meet workforce 
requirements and skill needs in 2030 and beyond.

We have a great industry with an incredible future. We are 
heading into the most significant technological change 
since moving to the ‘horseless carriage’. It is exciting, and 
we must demonstrate automotive professions are full of 
promise and opportunity.

Jobs & Skills 

03

Currently 500 
qualified ZLEV 
technicians servicing

Australia’s 
automotive sector is 
facing a shortage of 

Australia predicted 
to be 

skilled professionals
technicians short 
by 2030 - based on 
growing fleet

electric vehicles
Via VACC

38,00025,000 6000

MTAA Automotive Directions

Via VACC
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01 ZLEV Taxation Reform must be federally 
led (or nationally consistent) (i.e. Road User 
Charge)

02 Taxation Reform must be aligned to the 
orderly transition to electrification

03 Taxation reform should not be punitive in 
nature and should encourage a range of zero 
and low-emission vehicle technologies.

Agreed Positions

Taxation reform must be federally led (or nationally 
consistent), non-punitive in nature, and encourage a range 
of zero and low-emission vehicle technologies.

Taxation & Tariffs 

04
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01 We are fully aware of the significant legacy 
fleet for many years to come

02 We want the most advanced fuel options 
in the market available in Australia, in order 
to contribute to reducing emissions in the 
Australian electrification transition

03 Consistency with the International Fuel 
Standards is the objective

Agreed Positions

To contribute to reducing emissions in Australia, we would 
like to see the most advanced fuel options in the market 
that are consistent with the International Fuel Standards.

Clear and consistent policy direction on a national scale is 
critical for manufacturers to prioritise new zero and low-
emission powertrains for the Australian marketplace.

Fuel Standards  
& Security 

05

of Australians support 
a dual strategy of 
greater use of ZLEVs/
hybrids

JWS Consumer Research via FCAI

43% Global strategies 
predict ICE share 
to drop to

by 2025, and 22% 
by 2030

S&P global through FCAI

59%

Global strategies 
predict BEV shares  
to grow to 

by 2030
S&P global through FCAI

18%
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01 We have a realistic understanding of the 
transition to electrification and the vital role of 
ICE vehicles in the future

02 We respect and will support the integrity of 
the entire fleet (ICE, Hybrid, EV etc.) and will 
continue to support the skills required

03 We will have a national focus on end-of-life re-
use and recycle schemes for the national fleet

04 Maintaining the integrity of the entire car 
fleet through educating the importance of 
ongoing maintenance is imperative

Agreed Positions

We will continue to recognise and support the integrity of the 
entire fleet while encouraging the transition to electrification. 
We must remain focused on the issue of disposing of old cars 
that already exist. Each year in Australia, approximately one 
million new vehicles are bought, and approximately 700,000 
are retired.

At the same time, there are numerous technologies out in 
the marketplace that can contribute to the delivery of low-
emission outcomes.

Ongoing Fleet  
Management 

06
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01 We support a broader education program / 
campaign on the transition to ZLEV

02 We will provide aligned, factual and real data 
in support of the Australian electrification 
transition

Agreed Positions

There is an urgent need to ensure public policy discussion on 
the electrification transition is informed by international and 
domestic research, analysis, and facts.

We need to collectively understand what the net effect on the 
industry of the transition to ZLEV and other elements will be 
(i.e., businesses declining and new emerging opportunities).

Education &  
Awareness

07
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